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Instructions: Please work with your internship supervisor to fill out this form. Once completed, 
return to Julianne Gassman    
 
Name _Emily Kriegel_____________________ Agency _Volunteer Center of Cedar Valley_ 
Intern’s Phone Number and E-mail Address _____________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Organization Contact Person and Phone __Lauren Finke  ___________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Academic Advisor Person and Phone __Marilyn Shaw  _____________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 




What did you accomplish during your internship? 
The main projects I helped plan and execute Appetite for Service, 20th Anniversary celebration 
of the Volunteer Center, and the Mayors’ Volunteer Awards. I also worked on different tasks as 
assigned. Additional tasks included: press releases, updated volunteer data base information, 
spreadsheet development, and marketing and design work.  
 
How did the internship benefit the student?  
I was able to learn more about the inner workings of a nonprofit. Through my internship I 
learned the importance of the board and staff relations for a small nonprofit. A good 
relationship is key to a well-functioning organization. During my internship I also learned event-
planning skills, which is an area I did not have much knowledge in.  
 
 
Emily Kriegel - Volunteer Center of Cedar Valley
 
How did the internship benefit the agency? 
This internship allowed me to take on responsibilities from the staff, which gave them more 
time to work on other projects. This provided the ability for the organization to have a greater 
impact in the community. I was also assigned event tasks, and made sure the tasks were 
completed by the due date.  
 
How does the internship benefit the community? 
The community was able to become involved with the variety of different events the Volunteer 
Center had scheduled during this semester. The community outreach through the different 
events built awareness in the community and allowed the Volunteer Center to find new 
partnerships and relationships. It was fun to see people that had not attended previous events 
and become more involved with the Volunteer Center.  
 
(Student to complete) One quote that describes the experience gained from completing this 
internship (to be used for promotional materials; please specify author of quote)? 
“This internship allowed me to understand the importance nonprofits and volunteers have in a 
community. Without these two pieces, the puzzle cannot be completed”. -Emily Kriegel 
 
(Intern supervisor to complete) One quote that describes the impact the intern had on the 
community (to be used for promotional materials; please specify author of quote)? 
“Having a Koob Fund Intern has allowed the Volunteer Center of Cedar Valley to continue to 
impact the Cedar Valley through building higher impact community engagement programs and 
projects while increasing awareness for additional service opportunities.” – Lauren Finke  
 
 
Please provide a reproducible photo of the intern in action at their internship for 
media purposes. 
Photo will be sent by internship supervisor at a later date. 
 
